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Reference to the problem addressed

Practical motivation

Scale

Socio-technical readiness

Laboratory

Demonstration

Pilot

Commercial

Funds
Consolidate forces at political level
Coherent and strategy-led approach to policy-making on research infrastructures in Europe: “optimizing
the use of national facilities by integrating them into networks and opening their doors to all European
researchers” (H2020)

Note: Pilot and demonstration projects in the following abbreviated as PDPs
Source: pictures impactinit.com
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Relevant research and purpose of the study

Role of PDPs for development of biorefinery industry in Europe
Conceptualization of PDPs in the literature on
technological innovation systems

FI

DE
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-EU
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Figure: Palage et al. 2018
Sources: Palage et al. 2018, Bossink 2017, Hellsmark et al. 2016
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Relevant research and purpose of the study

PDPs as tools for industry development in European technology
and innovation policy
Conceptualization of PDPs as policy tools in the
literature on technological innovation systems
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Figure: Hellsmark et al. 2016
Sources: Hellsmark et al. 2016, Karlström and Sandén 2004, Malerba 2002, Zhou et al. 2015
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Relevant research and purpose of the study

PDPs in a geographical perspective
Analysis of international knowledge spillovers in
empirical context of biofuels
Palage et al. 2018
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Figures: Palage et al. 2018
Sources: Palage et al. 2018, Hellsmark et al. 2016, Fevolden et al. 2016
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Relevant research and purpose of the study

Research questions and purpose of the study

Research Question

How does the emergence of pilot and
demonstration projects for biorefinery
development at European levels affect
inter-organizational
with PDP
FI
DE cooperation
contexts across Europe?
FR
Non
-EU
How can we measureSE
the influence of
geography?

Purpose

In-depth understanding of what
actual value this type of
infrastructure has for the industry in
Europe and how its perceived value
can be strengthened
Provide empirical-based insights for
early-stage evaluation of policy
instrument
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Theoretical embedding

Interaction with PDP context in a geography of innovation
perspective
PDPs in an innovation
systems perspective

Interorganizational
relations…

…and possible
antecedents

PDPs as platforms for
collaborative research,
R&D networks,
bridging technological
innovation and
valuation

PDPs give rise to
networks for a wide
range of actors such as
research centers,
industry associations
and policy makers

Literature raises the idea
that the respective
distance of geographical
co-location may affect the
quality of interorganisational relations

PDPs span across
various industries and
spatial levels

Collaboration between
partners defined as
inter-organizational
relations

Also, it has been argued in
the context of interorganizational relations that
other forms of proximity
might substitute for spatial
proximity

Sources: Hellsmark et al. 2016, Binz and Truffer 2017, Binz et al. 2014, Boschma 2005
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Theoretical embedding

A management perspective on interaction with PDP context
The construct ‘Interaction quality in Technology Transfer’

Measure
of the
profitability
and
efficiency of
interorganisation
al relations

Definition
Leischnig et al. 2014
“summary judgment
that refers to the
informational and
technological
exchange processes”

firm characteristics
affect interaction
quality and, in turn,
technology
transfer success

Adaption to PDP context and focus
on role of geography
Figure taken from McKinsey and Company
Sources: Lohmann et al. 2014; Lohmann 2014
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Conceptual framework

Possible antecendents of interaction quality

cognitive
organizational

Organizational
compatibility

social
institutional

Interorganizational
interaction quality
with PDP context

Knowledge and
technology
transfer success

geographical

Controls

Departing from Boschma 2005, Leischnig et al. 2014
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Case, Data, Methodology

Quantitative study of PDPs for material-driven forest biorefineries

Overview of technological processes commonly used in material-driven forest
biorefineries
Raw material sourcing
and availability
Inventoring forest
resources and
availability of forest
biomasses for
different usages

Primary
processing
Wood pretreatment in
deconstruction steps to
seperate biomass
components for further
processing

Source: ERIFORE EU Project

Secondary
processing

End uses

Converts intermediate
products from primary
processing to final
products

Further processing for
use of biobased
products and end
uses
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Case, Data, Methodology

Sample construction
Focus of the study on interactions with PDP context in EU-funded projects
1

2

Pilot and demonstration projects
(PDPs) in the case of material-driven
forest-based biorefineries
FI
DE
NonEU
Cooperation partners of PDP
SE research
context in EU-funded
projects

Triangulation of ERIFORE EU Project,
Pilots4U Database
Mapping of main characteristics and
scale of operation

Query of EU Open Data Portal
through systematic keyword search
List of project partners for each PDP

Consequence: it becomes possible to control for other factors potentially affecting
interaction with PDP context such as form of cooperation and availability of PDPs
11
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Case, Data, Methodology

Sample construction

Key word search strategy
Sample

forest*, wood*

Phenomenon
of interest

Bioref*

Design

Pilot*, demo*

Evaluation

Optimi*, scal*,
develop*

Research
Type

Experim*

Script-based analysis of EU projects

Extract of
python-script
12
12
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Case, Data, Methodology

Brainstorming on operationalization of interaction quality

Industry survey

Patent outtakes

Level of
analysis
Approach

•

Patent data as a proxy to
map successful outcomes
of interaction quality

•

Analysis of interaction
processes in the
innovation landscape

•

Explore antecedents of
interaction

•

Approach using project
based interactions with
PDP context, survey data
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Conclusions and implications of the findings

Outline on further research and implications
3
Next steps
• decide on methodology to conduct
empirical part of the study

Outlook on implications
• indicate the impact of PDPs for
biorefinery development at European
scales in the transition to a
bioeconomy
• guide the development of the
emerging landscape of PDPs for
biorefinery development in the
transition to a bioeconomy
• provide the basis for a more efficient
implementation of biorefineries and
contribute to policy design
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Thank you!
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